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There you are… an eager entrepreneurial business owner “sitting on your hands” with little revenue coming in
to make ends meet…and nothing on the horizon.
UGHHH!!!!
If you’re a minority…woman…or disadvantaged business owner who’s struggling to find gratifying
opportunities and can’t seem to win high paying MWBE business contracts, then you need to watch this
video...
Because in the next 3 minutes, you’re going to find out how you can quickly & easily win guaranteed, long
term lucrative government contracts...over and over again.
Federal, State, and City Government Agencies are mandated to allot hundreds of millions in cash payouts to
women, minority, and disadvantaged business owners nationwide to fill these contracts. They need to fill
them directly with you or your company, or subcontract to you through another contractor.
In fact, the Government is desperate to fill these contracts, because there’s more jobs than people or vendors
to fill them, and they’re required to meet their MWBE goals. They’re even more eager to pay you...and pay
you extremely well. And there’s no more sure thing than getting a secure paycheck from the Government.
In New York City recently, just 3 contracts alone paid out $114,925,000 to women, minorities, and
disadvantaged business owners!!
Are you ready for YOUR piece of the pie?
Though you may not have known about these tremendous opportunities before, they’ve been around for a
long time. If you’re already a certified contractor, then you know how fantastic it is to just pick and choose the
contract that’s right for you.
If you’re not certified, don’t worry. Certification is not as difficult as you may think.
The problem is, these opportunities can be tough to find. Why? Because there are literally hundreds and
thousands of city, state, and federal government agencies... each with their own website, each with their own
contract listings. Just the thought of having to sift and pour through the mountains of contracts to find the
ones that meet MWBE standards and goals is enough to make you want to pull your hair out in frustration.
That amounts to hours and days you have to spend tediously surfing and searching the web for the contract
you want. On top of that, each contract opportunity is buried deep in the confusing, disorganized maze of that
agency’s web pages.
It’s like trying to find a needle in a haystack. And, if you’re lucky enough to find the listing, there’s a good
chance the information is old and outdated AND that you’ve missed the application and bid deadline!

You also know that trying to get your questions answered when you call an agency is extremely challenging.
By the time someone does picks up the phone, Haley’s Comet has come and gone again. (artist note: the year
is 2061).
Oh…and good luck getting the right help, support, and training you need to actually win a contract bid. Did you
really believe the agencies were going to happily hold your hand and skip you through the process?
Fortunately, underdog champion (artist note: Superhero Joe with in tights with cape, flexing muscles, big
smile, big MWBEzone insignia on chest) and MWBE Expert Joe Gross created “MWBEzone.com”
Joe found a UNIQUE way to completely eliminate all the runaround, frustration, and wasted time spent trying
to find the plum contracts.
See, Joe knows exactly how the government operates when it comes to contract opportunities and agency
listings. Joe has helped many satisfied entrepreneurs and business owners. And when you know how the
system works, well...that’s GREAT NEWS for you!
Joe made it easy for you to find and identify the contracts that have the goals and requirements specific to you
and your business.
In fact, he made it so easy you don’t even have to search the web! Every possible MWBE government
opportunity is all in one central place. And…he doesn’t post contracts that don’t have minority, women or
disadvantaged business (note to speaker: these are separate classifications, not all the same) subcontracting
goals . You find what you’re looking for in minutes instead of days or weeks. Joe did all the heavy lifting for
you!
It gets better. You also get instant Twitter feeds and weekly emails sent right to your inbox or mobile device
letting you know when the latest and greatest MWBE contract opportunities are available.
Imagine, you not only get all the best paying relevant contract opportunities right at your fingertips all in one
place, you also get to move to the front of the line to cherry pick the golden fruit...without settling for the
leftover scraps that everyone else is fighting over.
It’s like showing up at your favorite restaurant on a Saturday night without a reservation and getting seated at
the best table in the house!
And no more groping around in the dark when it comes to getting the right training, tools, and strategies to
give you the edge in winning the contract. Everything you need to land the contract you crave is right at your
fingertips.
Here’s what you get with MWBEzone.com Exclusive Membership Privileges:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Instant access to the entire MWBE contract database...all in one place
Complete contract opportunity details
MWBE subcontracting goals for each contract
Contract awards…so you can contact the prime contractors for the MWBE goals
Instant tweets and weekly contract updates right to your inbox so you don’t miss a thing
Search by industry, deadline date and keyword
Save and bookmark your favorite contract opportunities for quick and easy access

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Total support for any questions you have
24 hour access to contract tools & training modules
Specialized coaching designed to meet your individual needs
Super secret ‘winning bid’ strategies that give you a massive edge
Learn how to get on the “Preferred Contractor’s” List
Outrageous advantage over the competition
And tons more

Now, what if there were lucrative contracts waiting for you with revenue in the range of $100,000
…$300,000…$900,000 and even multi-million dollar deals? Would that grab your attention?
So what would you expect access to a proven done-for-you system like this to cost a month?
$500?
$300?
$200?
Yes, each of these price points is easily justified by the massive value Joe’s bringing you. But it’s not going to
cost even close to those amounts.
The MWBEzone.com Membership is just a measly $77 a month! That’s it. Just $77.
Wouldn’t you agree that this is just pennies in exchange for the amazing opportunity laid at your feet? Yes or
yes?
If you want to grow your business and grow it fast, then you need to be a member of this elite group.
But you have to act FAST to take advantage of this special offer, because membership is extremely limited.
Only a privileged select few will get access to MWBEZone.com proprietary contract opportunities, support,
and training. Once maximum membership is reached, the doors will close forever.
Here’s the best part. There’s absolutely ZERO risk. If you find MWBEzone.com is not for you, you can cancel at
any time. No questions asked.
Click on the “JOIN NOW ” Button below right now to get started. While others are desperately using a GPS and
metal detector to find MWBE contract opportunities * all over the web and struggling to win the bid, you’ll be
front row center with a blazing spotlight on your future.
Remember, once membership is filled to capacity, that’s it. So don’t hesitate. Click “JOIN NOW ” BUTTON
Now.
And when you land that large government contract, you can do the “Happy Dance”...because not only did you
line your staff’s pockets with steady paychecks for months to come, you just earned a long overdue vacation
for you and your family.
Do it NOW. Click the button.

